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Electrical LTR SER - Proposed wording in Table 3-1 in lieu of Condition 4.5 (2).pdf

Omid,
 
As discussed, please find attached proposed text that NuScale is considering for a revision to the
electrical topical report to address concerns with condition 4.5 of the staff draft SER.  Please
disseminate the non-proprietary attachment to the staff involved in the development od draft SER
condition 4.5.  This language is what we propose discussing during the public telecon on April 17.  If
you have further questions, please do not hesitate contacting Stephanie Seely or myself prior to the
meeting.
 
 
Regards,
Steve
 
Steven Mirsky | NuScale Power | Manager, Licensing | O: 240-833-3001 | M: 503-964-0348 | WEBSITE |
NEWSLETTER | TWITTER | LINKEDIN 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message and thread, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. Any unauthorized review,
use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply
e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. By inadvertent disclosure of this communication, NuScale
Power, LLC does not waive any attorney-client privilege or attorney work-product privilege with respect hereto.
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Summary of Defense-in-Depth Concern Underpinning Condition 4.5 (Will not be included in LTR) 


Upon loss of all electric power, ECCS valves open and containment fulfills a reactor coolant inventory 
retention function in addition to the heat removal and fission product retention functions of typical 
containments. If the containment cannot fulfill the reactor coolant inventory retention function, due to 
a subsequent a failure of the containment function, the loss of reactor coolant from containment may 
challenge fuel integrity leading to a subsequent release of fission products to the environment. In terms 
of defense-in-depth, the concern is that frequent reliance on containment, where an assumed failure of 
containment integrity results in a loss of all barriers, appears to be exclusive reliance on a single barrier.  


Proposed Wording for Table 3-1 Section II – Additional Conditions to be Applied Upon Determination 
(via Meeting Section I of this Table) that Class 1E Electrical Systems Not Required 


4. The frequency of a loss of all electric power systems resulting in RCS depressurization should be 
limited such that core cooling and containment functions remain sufficiently reliable; i.e., the 
subsidiary numerical objectives for the Commission’s safety goals (core damage frequency and 
large release frequency) should not be challenged by relying on non-safety related power 
systems to prevent RCS depressurization.  


Proposed for Section B.2.1.7 Wording for Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Integrity 


In addition to evaluating overpressure protection for the RCPB, the potential impact of the frequency of 
RCS depressurization, when an RCPB valve opens due to a loss of all power, on the defense-in-depth of a 
reactor is evaluated. From a defense-in-depth perspective RCPB integrity is maintained, in accordance 
with 10 CFR 50.55a, GDC 14, GDC 15, GDC 30, and GDC 31, as a first line defense to minimize challenges 
to safety systems (i.e. ECCS), a subsequent failure of which would lead to core damage and typically 
result in a challenge to containment due to severe accident phenomena (e.g. basemat melt-through, 
steam explosion, hydrogen combustion). Application of GDC 15 assures that the RCPB will have an 
extremely low probability of gross failure as a result of an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) by 
ensuring sufficient overpressure protection for AOOs. However, GDC 15 does not specify a limit on the 
expected frequency of a failure in the RCPB as an initiating event. GDC 15 does not address the expected 
frequency for RCS depressurization due an RCPB valve opening (GDC 15 relies on valve opening to limit 
RCPB pressurization). Per SRP Section 15.0 small breaks in the RCPB (small-break LOCAs) and RCS 
depressurization through RCPB valves are considered AOOs, which would indicate that limit on event 
frequency is not specified for such events. Rather, the frequency of small-break pipe breaks is limited 
through application of the highest quality assurance standards during design, fabrication and testing of 
the RCPB (GDC 14), which is not applied to preventing RCS depressurization through RCPB valves.  
 
For operating reactors, the frequency of RCS depressurization through RCPB valves, such as PORVs for 
PWRs and SRVs for BWRs, is addressed through requirements such as 10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(iv) and (vi) 
which were issued after Three-Mile Island (TMI)”.  After TMI the defense-in-depth concern identified 
using probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) was that more frequent events (for example frequent opening 
of a PORV) provided a large contribution to core damage frequency (CDF) and large release frequency 







(LRF) compared to a limiting large-break LOCA. Such frequent challenges to ECCS increased the 
likelihood for a failure in the ECCS (a beyond design basis condition), which if it occurred would result in 
a challenge to containment. For advanced passive plant designs the EPRI Utility Requirements Document 
(URD) included a requirement to limit the probability for inadvertent ADS actuation to the same order of 
magnitude as a small pipe break. NRC’s safety evaluation of the EPRI URD (p5.2-12, Reference 1) 
provides EPRI’s basis for limiting the probability of RCS depressurization, as well as NRC’s concern with 
specifying a fixed limit on RCS depressurization frequency without evaluating the challenges to plant 
safety systems and containment. Rather than specifying a limit, the NRC elected to assess an applicant’s 
PRA for the impact of RCS depressurization frequency on challenges to plant safety systems and 
containment. 
 
For the small modular reactor passive plant, the impact of electric power system reliability on challenges 
to safety systems and challenges to containment is accounted for in the PRA, including the fail-safe 
design of the ECCS valves, which open on a loss of all electrical power systems. Because the EDSS is 
already highly reliable, further limiting potential challenges to safety systems through an increase in 
electrical power system reliability is not warranted. This is particularly true since the CDF and the LRF for 
the small modular reactor passive plantdesign are substantially lower than for the currently operation 
fleet of LWRs. Increasing electrical system reliability to further to reduce the likelihood of RCS 
depressurization has a negligible impact on challenges to containment and hence LRF given the 
following:  


• Severe accident phenomena that may challenge containment in currently operating plants are 
considered to be physically unrealistic in the small modular reactor passive plant. Containment 
bypass or failure of containment isolation due to failure of the fail-safe containment isolation 
valves are the only modes of containment failure considered to be physically realistic.  


• Opening ECCS valves upon a loss of all electrical power systems is an integral part of the passive 
heat transfer of core decay heat to the ultimate heat sink and reduces the risk from 
containment bypass by reducing the driving force for a loss of reactor coolant and fission 
products outside of containment. Rapid pressure reduction in the RCS upon ECCS valve 
actuation reduces the driving force for a release of reactor coolant to the environment through 
potential containment bypass paths through fluid lines connected to the RCS. Fluid lines 
connected to containment which could credibly lead to containment bypass are connected to 
the steam space in containment, thus limiting the potential for a loss of inventory while 
containment pressures remain elevated, i.e. ECCS heat removal would be maintained while 
containment pressure is reduced to atmospheric levels irrespective of containment bypass.   
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